In this paper we investigate the behavior of certain types of mixed time scale adaptive algorithms. These systems comprise a \fast" or quickly changing algorithm mutually coupled to a \slow" or slowly changing algorithm. They arise naturally in a variety of adaptive environments such as in IIR system identication, the training of recurrent neural networks, decision feedback equalization, and others. (These algorithms (despite their title) should not be confused with the mixed time scales of wavelet transforms or other algorithms associated with multiresolution signal processing.) We give conditions for when the system can be analyzed from the framework of a simpler \frozen state" system. This analysis extends some of the previous work of V. Solo and his coworkers.
Introduction
Many recursive algorithms have the general form W k+1 = W k + \gradient" \error" (1) where the fW k g are a sequence of some desired parameter estimates, the gain, is usually some small constant (or possibly a sequence of constants going to zero), the \gradient" is some vector valued function of the data, and the \error" is some quantity that tells us how close we are getting to the desired performance. In many problems of practical interest, the gradient and error terms may arise from another set of recursive equations that depend upon old or previous values of fW k g. In many applications these equations vary much more rapidly than the adaptive estimator (with its small term).
Thus there are fast time scale equations coupled to the adaptation equation (a slow time scale equation), and hence the name mixed time scale algorithms. These algorithms will be the subject of this paper. We warn the reader that these algorithms should not be confused with the mixed time scales of wavelet transforms or other algorithms associated with multiresolution time-frequency analysis. The name \mixed time scale" is not our choice; we merely follow the lead of previous literature on this subject. Many researchers have considered algorithms of this type in various settings, most notably the work of Ljung, Beneveniste, and their coworkers. Much of our notation and impetus to study these algorithms comes from 7] a superb introduction and reference book for those interested in averaging techniques in the study of signal processing algorithms. This book gives quite a lot of history and insight into the current state of the art for these mixed time scale problems.
In section 2, we develop the model to be considered and discuss the contributions of other researchers. In section 3, we present various examples of our analysis techniques. Section 4 is devoted to discussion and conclusions.
2 Development
Let (S; r) denote a complete, separable, metric space (i.e. a Polish space) with associated Borel eld B(S), and let D S 0; 1) be the space of right continuous functions with left limits mapping the interval 0; 1) into S. We let C S 0; 1) denote the subspace of continuous functions. We assume that D S 0; 1) is endowed with its usual topology B(D S 0; 1)) (this is called the Skorohod topology, see appendix for more de nitions and a discussion).
Let fX g (where ranges over some index set) be a family of stochastic processes with sample paths in D S 0; 1), and let fP g P(D S 0; 1)) be the family of associated probability distributions (i.e. P (B) = PfX 2 Bg for all B 2 B(D S 0; 1))). We say that fX g is relatively compact if fP g is relatively compact in the space of probability measures P(D S 0; 1)) endowed with the topology of weak convergence (see appendix for de nition). (A set is said to be relatively compact if every sequence contained in the set has a convergent subsequence.) A reference for all the mathematical terms and probabilistic constructs used in this section and in the appendix is 4]. For related work on a similar problem, please see 2, 3].
We consider a recursive algorithm of the general form 
The proof is given in the appendix. It is reasonable to assume that the Markov chain ( ; ) is ergodic, and we denote its stationary probability measure by . Our rst problem is to specify conditions under which the sequence of random measures f? g is relatively compact, which is equivalent, under the ergodicity assumption on ( ; ), to the relative compactness of the marginal measure
(We can see from Eq. (5) that f? g are measures on the product space E u E E .
The ergodicity assumption gives us convergence (and hence relative compactness) of two of these marginals, leaving us only with the question of the relative compactness of the \third" marginal measures, ? u ( ). We then use the fact that the relative compactness of the marginal random measures implies relative compactness of the joint random Proof. By (7), we have
We can assume the f k g is de ned for all ?1 < k < 1. By the ergodic theorem
and, consequently, for 0 < < R E d ,
Note that the distribution of J k does not depend on k, and that k X i=k?n+1 ( i ) J k + n 8 positive integer n:
By (8) 2
The lemma states that the averaging can be considered to be done by the \frozen state" process as the heuristic explanation of the behavior of these algorithms suggests. Finding^ w for every w is very often a formidable computational task whether done analytically or computationally. However it is usually quite feasible to perform the averaging on the frozen state process via Monte Carlo averaging and compute an approximation to the limiting ODE directly. We say more about this technique in the following sections.
Applications
The theory developed here is applicable to a variety of so-called mixed time scale problems 7]. The model considered by these authors has a certain linear-type structure for the fast process:
where h(k; ); g(k; ) are stochastic, and the matrix A( ) satis es a variety of stability and Lipshitz continuity assumptions. This model allows them to consider many interesting problems including the standard recursive algorithm (Mixed Time Scale LMS) used for IIR lter system identi cation.
With the structure considered in this paper we are able to analyze other types of mixed time scale problems. We present a sequence of three examples. In all of the examples considered, assumptions A1-A4 will follow quite readily from boundedness of the H; F functions. Also, in all of the examples, the frozen state process is a simple irreducible non-null persistent Markov chain (for each w) (a fact that we will not prove formally in the examples) and hence will have unique stationary distributions (for each w). The resulting ODE's can then be argued to be Lipshitz (which we won't formally do either) and hence the solution to the ODE's will be unique. 
= k+1 = (w k ; w k?1 ; n k+1 ), and W k =^ k . A2 follows since fz k ;ẑ k g are bounded processes and fw i g is i.i.d. A3 will follow since we will assume a common starting point. A4 follows since F( ; ; ) is bounded (the fU k g sequence is the output of sign functions). A1 follows due to the smoothing of the expectation over the fn k g process.
In Figure 1 To compute the \real times" of the di erential equation, note that we can take t 0 , the initial time to be zero. t f , the nal time, is thus number of iterations which in this case gives t f = 100. To nd an approximation to the limiting di erential equation, we compute (t + ) = (t) + f( (t)). We chose to construct the ODE over a 1000 points on the interval t 0 ; t f ] or = :1. f( (t)) was computed by Monte Carlo averaging 1000 samples of the \frozen state" algorithm, that is with the \hat" parameters frozen or xed at (t). The residual non-smoothness in the dotted curve is due to the residual noise in the Monte Carlo averaging.
In this problem we can derive the form of the ODE in closed form. Let us de ne G(W(t)) = Z E U EĤ (W(t); u; x; y) t (du dx dy):
Thus the integral equation in Theorem 2.1 can be written as the ODE dW(t) dt = G(W(t)):
In this example, the limiting measure s is found by simple substitution. We can then where fy j g is an i.i.d. sequence of inputs and a 1 ; a 2 are the desired system parameters to be identi ed from the outputs fz j g. In Figure 2 , we see a sample plot of 5000 iterations of the algorithm output for the case a 1 = :45; a 2 = :3, = :01 and the input fy j g is an i.i.d. sequence of uniform random variables on ?1:5; 1:5] . In Figure 3 , we see the trajectory of the ODE over the same time period, again with Monte Carlo averaging (1000 samples) to obtain the needed expectations. The ODE is indeed converging to the correct values of (a 1 ; a 2 ) = (:45; :3). The architecture we have chosen for this prediction problem turns out to be a poor one. The algorithm basically converges to choosing the mean of the time series instead of the optimalx n+1 = x n + m. Unfortunately neither using more lag terms of the time series nor more neurons improves the situation. Be that as it may, we are interested in analyzing the performance of the adaptive algorithm.
In Fig. 4 the dotted line gives a typical trajectory of one of the 24 parameters (w 2;2 )of the actual algorithm (1000 iterations with = :01, = :5) and a random starting point. The solid line is the computed via Monte Carlo ODE solution (t 0 = 0; t f = 10; = :1) starting from the same random initial condition. This paper has studied algorithms of the general form described in Eqs. 2 -3] . The intuitive idea of how to analyze the small asymptotics of this system is clear. One supposes that you can consider the \frozen" version of Eq. 3] i.e. one sets W k = w. The frozen system will hopefully have a unique stationary distribution w for every possible value of w. One then would suppose that this stationary distribution can be used in a standard averaging analysis of Eq. 2].
In this paper we have tried to show that this intuitive notion for how this system behaves can under certain conditions be true. If these conditions are satis ed, then many more analysis and simulation options would be available to the algorithm user and developer. For example, as done in the examples, the user can freeze the system and average via Monte Carlo to get an idea of the limiting di erential equation behavior and the associated stable points of the algorithm and the ODE. It can also be shown that the algorithm designer may investigate suspected stable points by analytically or computationally solving for the stationary distribution of the frozen state process at those points and being able to prove rigorously that these points are stable. Convergence under this metric in L(S) is de ned as weak convergence for this space. Let D S 0; 1) be the space of right continuous functions with left limits mapping the interval 0; 1) into S. We let C S 0; 1) denote the subspace of continuous functions. We may de ne a metric on D S 0; 1) under which it is complete and separable as long
